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The reading and the listening passage discuses about communal online encyclopedia. According to the
author, online encyclopedia has several demerits. On the contrary, the lecturer contradicts with this
viewpoints mentioned in the passage and he gives the three reasons.

First, the author claims that online encyclopedias has not correct information. However, the lecturer 
disagrees with statement and he says that online encyclopedia gets accurate information, but if there is
any mistake or error then it can be corrected easily, whereas this correction is not possible in 
traditional encyclopedias.

Second, the article states that there are many chances to putting wrong information and deleting
important information in online encyclopedia. On the other hand, the speaker opposes this viewpoint
saying that there are not any chances to disturb with online encyclopedia because they hire strategists
who do monitor and protect the online encyclopedia from the hackers.

Third, the reading passage says that giving equal importance for all  important information but
traditional encyclopedias have only important topics. In contrast, the lecturer does not believe this
notion because he says that online encyclopedias has not space limit and it has limitless storage that's
why all important articles and information can be found but traditional encyclopedias have limited space
for storing information.

REPORT   
Word length 208

Comments

Advice

The candidate has covered some important pieces of information mentioned
in the lecture and conveyed relevant connection to the reading passage.

However, frequent mistakes in grammar and sentence formation cause
difficulty while reading the response. In addition, word choice could be
better at some places. Overall, the task response needs further improvement.

1. Pay more attention to grammar and improve complex sentences.
2. Need to improve word choice.
3. Always proofread the report after finishing it

Estimated Raw Score: 3.0   

Reading Passage:

Communal online encyclopedias represent one of the latest resources to be found on the Internet. They are in 
many respects like traditional printed encyclopedias collections of articles on various subjects. What is specific to 
these online encyclopedias, however, is that any Internet user can contribute a new article or make an editorial
change in an existing one. As a result, the encyclopedia is authored by the whole community of Internet users. The
idea might sound attractive, but the communal online encyclopedias have several important problems that make
them much less valuable than traditional, printed encyclopedias.

First, contributors to a communal online encyclopedia often lack academic credentials, thereby making their
contributions partially informed at best and downright inaccurate in many cases. Traditional encyclopedias are
written by trained experts who adhere to standards of academic rigor that non specialists cannot really achieve.

Second, even if the original entry in the online encyclopedia is correct, the communal nature of these online
encyclopedias gives unscrupulous users and vandals or hackers the opportunity to fabricate, delete, and corrupt
information in the encyclopedia. Once changes have been made to the original text, an unsuspecting user cannot
tell the entry has been tampered with. None of this is possible with a traditional encyclopedia.

Third, the communal encyclopedias focus too frequently, and in too great a depth, on trivial and popular topics,
which creates a false impression of what is important and what is not. A child doing research for a school project
may discover that a major historical event receives as much attention in an online encyclopedia as, say, a single
long-running television program. The traditional encyclopedia provides a considered view of what topics to include
or exclude and contains a sense of proportion that online "democratic" communal encyclopedias do not.

Listening Tapescript

The communal online encyclopedia will probably never be perfect, but that’s a small price to pay for what it does
offer. The criticisms in the reading are largely the result of prejudice against and ignorance about how far online
encyclopedias have come.

First, errors. It’s hardly a fair criticism that encyclopedias online have errors. Traditional encyclopedias have never
been close to perfectly accurate, if you are looking for a realty comprehensive reference work without any
mistakes, you are not going to find it, on or off line. The real point is that it’s easy for errors in factual material to
be corrected in an online encyclopedia But with the printed and bound encyclopedia, the errors remain for
decades.

Second, hacking. Online encyclopedias have recognized the importance of protecting their articles from malicious
hackers. One strategy they started using is to put the crucial facts in the articles that nobody disputes in a read-
only format, which is a format that no one can make changes to. That way you are making sure that the crucial
facts in the articles are reliable. Another strategy that’s being used is to have special editors whose job is to
monitor all changes made to the articles and eliminate those changes that are clearly malicious.

Third, what’s worth knowing about? The problem for traditional encyclopedias is that they have limited space, so
they have to decide what’s important and what’s not. And in practice, the judgments of the group of academics
that make these decfsions don’t reflect the great range of interests that people really have. But space is definitely
not an issue for online encyclopedias. The academic articles are stiii represented in online encyclopedias, but there
can be a great variety of articles and topics that accurately reflect the great diversity of users’ interests. The
diversity of use in topics that online encyclopedias offer is one of their strongest advantages
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 TOEFL SAMPLE INTEGRATED TASK 

Since its inception, television has taken over our lives, household by household. Most homes now 
have at least one television set and modern technology continues to churn out better and bigger 
versions of this electronic device. However, some people think that television has had a drastic 
impact on how we communicate. Their view is that television has destroyed communication among 
friends and family. Do you agree or disagree with this? Use specific reasons and examples to support 
your opinion.

In this modern world, TV is modern device of science and technology .There are two types of people in 
this world, Some who believe that TV is  a good source for  communication among friends and family 
members. Whereas other  who think that TV harms the relations among relatons. I agree with former 
viewpoint with many reasons which will be discussed in this essay. 

One of the primary reason  is that TV connects the people with each other for communications. For 
example, after finishing work when people come back at  their home , all family members sit together to 
watch TV and then they talk with each other and they also discuss about their work and other daily 
routine work, However, if they do not have TV, they will not prefer to sit together because after work 
mostly people feel tired and what they only want is to stay alone for relaxation.  Therefore, TV plays 
crucial role in increasing the chances for conversations among relations. 

There is an another factor which cannot be denied that TV creates the debate among friends and 
families. For instance, when people watch any TV program with friends and family , they give the  
viewpoints according to their interesting and information  and sometimes they also argue with family 
members and friends on serious topic  and share  their views as well . 

Last but not least, through TV, people share their feels  and emotions with family and friends. Therefore, 
it is wrong to say that TV has ruined the communication among friends and family. 

  REPORT 
  Word length   258 

  Comments 

  Advice 

The candidate has tried presenting some relevant arguments in support of  
his/her opinion. However, the essay is under length and the number of  
mistakes in the essay is considerable. Most of the mistakes pertain to  
sentences that are either erroneous or inadequately developed. In addition,  
word choice is inappropriate at some places. Arguments in the second body  
paragraph could be better. Overall, the essay needs further improvement. 

1. For the essay to be a good response, write at least 300 words.
2. Revise grammar and improve sentences, especially complex sentences.
3. Explain your arguments in more detail. 
4. Avoid repetition. 
5. Learn more vocabulary and improve word choice.
6. Keep practicing to improve your performance.

  Estimated Raw Score: 2.5  
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